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INTRODUCTION 
 
The concept of a fuzzy subset was introduced and studied by L.A.Zadeh [16] in the year 1965, the subsequent research 
activities in this area and related areas have found applications in many branches of science and engineering. The 
following papers have motivated us to work on this paper C.L.Chang [3] introduced and studied fuzzy topological 
spaces in 1968 as a generalization of topological spaces many researchers like, and many others have contributed to the 
development of fuzzy topological spaces. Andrijevic [1] has introduced semipreclosed sets and Dontchev [4] has 
introduced generalized semipreclosed sets in general topology. After that the set was generalized to fuzzy topological 
spaces by saraf and khanna [14]. Tapas kumar mondal and S.K.Samantha [9] have introduced the topology of interval 
valued fuzzy sets. Now we have generalized the set to interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy topological spaces. In this 
paper, we introduce interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy generalized semi-preclosed mappings and interval valued 
intuitionistic fuzzy generalized semi-preopen mappings and some properties are investigated. 
 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
 
1.1 Definition:[9] Let X be any nonempty set. A mapping �̅�𝐴:𝑋𝑋 → 𝐷𝐷[0,1] is called an interval valued fuzzy subset 
(briefly, IVFS) of X, where 𝐷𝐷[0,1] denotes the family of all closed subintervals of [0, 1] and �̅�𝐴(𝑥𝑥) = [𝐴𝐴−(𝑥𝑥) ,𝐴𝐴+(𝑥𝑥)] 
for all 𝑥𝑥 ∈ 𝑋𝑋, where 𝐴𝐴− and 𝐴𝐴+ are fuzzy subsets of X such that 𝐴𝐴−(𝑥𝑥) ≤ 𝐴𝐴+(𝑥𝑥) for all 𝑥𝑥 ∈ 𝑋𝑋. Thus �̅�𝐴(𝑥𝑥) is an interval 
(a closed subset of [0, 1] ) and not a number from the interval [0, 1] as in the case of fuzzy subset. Note that 0� = [0, 0] 
and 1� = [1, 1]. 
 
1.2 Definition: An  interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy subset ( IVIFS ) �̅�𝐴 of a set X is defined as an object of the 
form �̅�𝐴 = {〈x, 𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴̅(𝑥𝑥), 𝜗𝜗𝐴𝐴̅(𝑥𝑥)〉/x∈X}, where 𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴̅ : X→D[0, 1] and 𝜗𝜗𝐴𝐴̅ : X →D[0, 1] define the degree of membership and 
the degree of non-membership of the element x in X  respectively and for every x in X satisfying 0 ≤ sup 𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴̅(𝑥𝑥) + sup 
𝜗𝜗𝐴𝐴̅(x) ≤ 1. 
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1.3 Definition: Let �̅�𝐴 and 𝐵𝐵�  be any two interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy subsets of a set X. We define the following 
relations and operations: 

(i) �̅�𝐴 ⊆ 𝐵𝐵�  if and only if 𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴̅(x) ≤ 𝜇𝜇𝐵𝐵�(x) and 𝜗𝜗𝐴𝐴̅(x) ≥ 𝜗𝜗𝐵𝐵�(x) for all x in X. 
(ii) �̅�𝐴 = 𝐵𝐵�  if and only if 𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴̅(x) = 𝜇𝜇𝐵𝐵�(x) and 𝜗𝜗𝐴𝐴̅(x) = 𝜗𝜗𝐵𝐵�(x) for all x in X. 
(iii) (Ā)c = {〈 x, 𝜗𝜗𝐴𝐴̅(x), 𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴̅(x) 〉 / x∈X}. 
(iv) �̅�𝐴 ∩ 𝐵𝐵�  = {〈x, rmin{ 𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴̅(x),  𝜇𝜇𝐵𝐵�(x)}, rmax{ 𝜗𝜗𝐴𝐴̅(x), 𝜗𝜗𝐵𝐵�(x)}〉 / x∈X}. 
(v) �̅�𝐴∪ 𝐵𝐵�  = {〈x, rmax {𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴̅(x), 𝜇𝜇𝐵𝐵�(x)}, rmin{𝜗𝜗𝐴𝐴̅(x), 𝜗𝜗𝐵𝐵�(x)}〉 / x∈X}. 

 
1.4 Remark: 0� = {< x, [0, 0], [1,1] > : x∈X} and 1� = {< x, [1, 1], [0, 0] > : x∈X}. 
 
1.5 Definition [9]: Let X be a set and ℑ be a family of interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy subsets of X. The family ℑ is 
called an interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy topology (IVIFT) on X if ℑ satisfies the following axioms 

(i)  0�, 1�∈ℑ  (ii) If { �̅�𝐴i ; i∈I } ⊆ ℑ, then
−

∈
∪ iIi

A ∈ℑ 

(iii) If �̅�𝐴1, �̅�𝐴2, �̅�𝐴3,….. �̅�𝐴n∈ℑ, then 
−=

=
∩ i

ni

i
A

1
∈ℑ. 

 
The pair (X, ℑ) is called an interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy topological space (IVIFTS). The members of ℑ are 
called interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy open sets (IVIFOS) in X. An interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy subset �̅�𝐴 in X 
is said to be interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy closed set (IVIFCS) in X if and only if (�̅�𝐴)c is an IVIFOS in X. 
 
1.6 Definition: Let (X, ℑ) be an IVIFTS and �̅�𝐴 be an IVIFS in X. Then the interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy interior 
and interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy closure are defined by 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(�̅�𝐴) = ∪ { 𝐺𝐺� ∶  𝐺𝐺�   is an IVIFOS in X and               
�̅�𝐺 ⊆ �̅�𝐴}, 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(�̅�𝐴) = ∩ {𝐾𝐾� ∶ 𝐾𝐾� is an IVIFCS in X and �̅�𝐴 ⊆ 𝐾𝐾�}. For any IVIFS �̅�𝐴 in (X, ℑ), we have 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(A 𝑖𝑖) =
(𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(A))𝑖𝑖  and 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(A 𝑖𝑖) = (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(A))𝑖𝑖 . 
 
1.7 Definition: An IVIFS �̅�𝐴 of an IVIFTS (X, ℑ) is said to be an  

(i) interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy regular closed set ( IVIFRCS for short) if �̅�𝐴 = 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖�𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(A)� 
(ii) interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy semiclosed set (IVIFSCS for short ) if  𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖�𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(A�)� ⊆ �̅�𝐴  
(iii) interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy preclosed set (IVIFPCS for short ) if  𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖�𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(A�)� ⊆ �̅�𝐴  
(iv) interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy α closed set (IVIFαCS for short ) if  𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 �𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖�𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(A�)�� ⊆ �̅�𝐴 

(v) interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy β closed set (IVIFβCS for short) if  𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 �𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖�𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(A�)�� ⊆ �̅�𝐴. 
 
1.8 Definition: An IVIFS �̅�𝐴 of an IVIFTS (X, ℑ) is said to be an  

(i) interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy generalized closed set ( IVIFGCS for short ) if  𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(A�) = 𝑈𝑈�, whenever 
�̅�𝐴 ⊆ 𝑈𝑈� and 𝑈𝑈� is an IVIFOS 

(ii) interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy regular generalized closed set ( IVIFRGCS for short) if  𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(�̅�𝐴) ⊆ 𝑈𝑈�, 
whenever �̅�𝐴 ⊆ 𝑈𝑈�  and 𝑈𝑈�  is an IVIFROS.  

 
1.9 Definition: An IVIFS �̅�𝐴 of an IVIFTS (X, ℑ) is said to be an 

(i) interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy semipreclosed set ( IVFSPCS for short ) if there exists an IVIFPCS  𝐵𝐵�  such 
that  𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝐵𝐵�  ) ⊆ �̅�𝐴 ⊆ 𝐵𝐵�  

(ii) interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy semipreopen set ( IVIFSPOS for short ) if there  exists an IVIFPOS  𝐵𝐵�  such 
that  𝐵𝐵� ⊆ �̅�𝐴 ⊆ 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(𝐵𝐵�  ). 

 
1.10 Definition: Let �̅�𝐴 be an IVIFS in an IVIFTS (X, ℑ). Then the interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy semipre interior 
of �̅�𝐴 (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(�̅�𝐴 ) for short) and the interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy semipre closure of �̅�𝐴  (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(�̅�𝐴 )  for 
short) are defined by 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(�̅�𝐴 )= ∪ {�̅�𝐺 ∶ �̅�𝐺 is an IVIFSPOS in X and �̅�𝐺  ⊆ �̅�𝐴 }, 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(�̅�𝐴 ) =∩ { 𝐾𝐾� ∶ 𝐾𝐾� is an 
IVIFSPCS in X and �̅�𝐴  ⊆ 𝐾𝐾� }. For any IVIFS �̅�𝐴 in (𝑋𝑋,ℑ), we have 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(�̅�𝐴 𝑖𝑖) = (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(�̅�𝐴 ))𝑖𝑖  and 
𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(�̅�𝐴 𝑖𝑖) = (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(�̅�𝐴 ))𝑖𝑖 . 
 
1.11 Definition: An IVIFS �̅�𝐴 in IVIFTS (X, ℑ) is said to be an interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy generalized 
semipreclosed set ( IVIFGSPCS for short) if 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖(�̅�𝐴 )  ⊆ 𝑈𝑈�  whenever �̅�𝐴  ⊆ 𝑈𝑈�  and 𝑈𝑈� is an IVIFOS in (X,ℑ). 
 
1.12 Example: Let 𝑋𝑋 = {𝑎𝑎, 𝑏𝑏} and �̅�𝐺  = {〈𝑎𝑎, [ 0.5, 0.5], [ 0.5, 0.5 ]  〉, 〈𝑏𝑏, [0.4, 0.4], [0.6, 0.6] 〉 Then ℑ = {0� , �̅�𝐺 , 1�} is 
an IVIFT on X and the IVIFS  �̅�𝐴  = {〈𝑎𝑎, [0.4, 0.4], [0.6, 0.6] 〉, 〈 𝑏𝑏, [0.2, 0.2], [0.7, 0.7]〉} is an IVIFGSPCS in (X,ℑ).                      
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1.13 Definition: The complement cA of an IVIFGSPCS A  in an IVIFTS (X, ℑ) is called an interval valued 
intuitionistic fuzzy generalized semi-preopen set (IVIFGSPOS) in X.  
 
1.14 Definition: An IVIFTS (X, ℑ) is called an interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy semi-pre 1/2T  space ( IVIFSPT1/2 ), 

if every IVIFGSPCS  is an IVIFSPCS in X .  
 
1.15 Definition: Let (X, ℑ) and (Y, σ) be IVIFTSs. Then a map g: X→Y is called an   

(i) interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy continuous (IVIF continuous) mapping if )(1 Bg − is an IVIFOS in X for 

all IVIFOS B  in Y.  
(ii) an interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy closed mapping ( IVIFC mapping ) if )(Ag  is an IVIFCS in Y for each 

IVIFCS A  in X.  
(iii) interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy semi-closed mapping ( IVIFSC mapping ) if )(Ag  is an IVIFSCS in Y 

for each IVIFCS A  in X.  
(iv) interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy preclosed mapping (IVIFPC mapping) if )(Ag  is an IVIFPCS in Y for 

each IVIFCS A  in X.  
(v) interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy semi-open mapping ( IVIFSO mapping ) if )(Ag  is an IVIFSOS in Y for 

each IVIFOS A  in X.  
(vi) interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy generalized semi-preopen mapping (IVIFGSPO mapping ) if )(Ag  is an 

IVIFGSPOS in Y for each IVIFOS A  in X. 
(vii) interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy generalized semi-preclosed mapping (IVIFGSPC mapping ) if )(Ag  is an 

IVIFGSPCS in Y for each IVIFCS A in X.  
 
2. SOME PROPERTIES 
 
2.1 Theorem: [15] Every IVIFCS in (X,ℑ) is an IVIFGSPCS in (X,ℑ). 
 
2.2 Theorem: Every IVIFC mapping is an IVIFGSPC mapping.  
 
Proof. Let X and Y be two IVIFTSs. Assume that g : X→Y is an IVIFC mapping. Let  A be an IVIFCS in X. Then 

)(Ag  is an IVIFCS in Y. Since every IVIFCS is an IVIFGSPCS  ( by Theorem 2.1 ), )(Ag  is an IVIFGSPCS in Y 
and hence g is an IVIFGSPC mapping.  
 
2.3 Remark: The converse of the above theorem 2.2 need not be true from the following example: Let X={a, b},        
Y= {u, v} and { }>[0.2,0.2][0.7,0.7],,<>,[0.4,0.4][0.6,0.6],,<=1 baK ,  

{ }>[0.6,0.6][0.4,0.4],,<>,[0.5,0.5][0.5,0.5],,<=1 vuL .  Then { }XX K 1,,0= 1ℑ  and { }YY L 1,,0= 1σ  
are IVIFT on X and Y respectively. Define a mapping ),(),(: σYXg →ℑ  by uag =)(  and vbg =)( . Then g is 

an IVIFGSPC mapping but not an IVIFC mapping, since cK1  is an IVIFCS in X but  

)( 1
cKg { }>[0.7,0.7][0.2,0.2],,<>,[0.6,0.6][0.4,0.4],,<= vu  is not an IVIFCS in Y, because ivifcl

cc LKg 11 =))((  )( 1
cKg≠ .  

 
2.4 Theorem: [15] Every IVIFαCS in (X,ℑ) is an IVIFGSPCS in (X,ℑ). 
 
2.5 Theorem: Every IVIFαC mapping is an IVIFGSPC mapping.  
 
Proof: Let X and Y be two IVIFTSs. Assume that g: X→Y is an IVIFαC mapping. Let A  be an IVIFCS in X. Then 

)(Af  is an IVIFαCS in Y. Since every IVIFαCS is an IVIFGSPCS(by Theorem 2.4 ), )(Ag  is an IVIFGSPCS in Y 
and hence g is an IVIFGSPC mapping. 
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2.6 Remark: The converse of the above theorem 2.5 need not be true from the following example: 
 
Let X= {a, b}, Y= {u, v} and { }>[0.2,0.2][0.7,0.7],,<>,[0.4,0.4][0.6,0.6],,<=1 baK ,  

{ }>[0.6,0.6][0.4,0.4],,<>,[0.5,0.5][0.5,0.5],,<=1 vuL . Then { }XX K 1,,0= 1ℑ  and { }YY L 1,,0= 1σ  are 
IVIFT on X and Y respectively. Define a mapping ),(),(: σYXg →ℑ  by uag =)(  and vbg =)( . Then g is an 

IVIFGSPC mapping but not an IVIFαC mapping,  since cK1  is an IVIFCS in X but  

)( 1
cKg  { }>[0.7,0.7][0.2,0.2],,<>,[0.6,0.6][0.4,0.4],,<= vu  is not an IVIFαCS in Y, because ivifcl 

(ivifint(ivifcl ))))(( 1
cKg = ))(( 1

cLivifintivifcl )(= 1Kivifcl = cL1 ⊂/ )( 1
cKg . 

 
2.7 Theorem: [15] Every IVIFSCS in (X,ℑ) is an IVIFGSPCS in (X,ℑ). 
 
2.8 Theorem: Every IVIFSC mapping is an IVIFGSPC mapping.  
 
Proof: Assume that g: X→Y is an IVIFSC mapping, where X and Y be two IVIFTSs. Let A  be an IVIFCS in X. Then 

)(Ag  is an IVIFSCS in Y. Since every IVIFSCS is an IVIFGSPCS ( by Theorem 2.7 ), )(Ag is an IVIFGSPCS in Y 
and hence g is an IVIFGSPC mapping. 
 
2.9 Remark: The converse of the above theorem 2.8 need not be true from the following example: 
 
Let X= {a, b}, Y= {u, v} and { }>[0.2,0.2][0.7,0.7],,<>,[0.4,0.4][0.6,0.6],,<=1 baK ,  

{ }>[0.6,0.6][0.4,0.4],,<>,[0.5,0.5][0.5,0.5],,<=1 vuL . Then { }XX K 1,,0= 1ℑ  and { }YY L 1,,0= 1σ  are 
IVIFT on X and Y respectively. Define a mapping ),(),(: σYXg →ℑ  by uag =)(  and vbg =)( . Then g is an 

IVIFGSPC mapping but not an IVIFSC mapping, since cK1  is an IVIFCS in X but  

)( 1
cKg  { }>[0.7,0.7][0.2,0.2],,<>,[0.6,0.6][0.4,0.4],,<= vu  is not an IVIFSCS in Y, because ivifint 

(ivifcl =)))(( 1
cKg )( 1

cLivifint 1= L ⊂/ )( 1
cKg .  

 
2.10 Theorem:[15] Every IVIFPCS in (X,ℑ) is an IVIFGSPCS in (X,ℑ). 
 
2.11 Theorem: Every IVIFPC mapping is an IVIFGSPC  mapping.  
 
Proof: Assume that g: X→Y is an IVIFPC mapping, where X and Y be two IVIFTSs.  
 
Let A be an IVIFCS in X. Then )(Ag  is an IVIFPCS in Y. Since every IVIFPCS is an IVIFGSPCS( by Theorem 

2.10 ), )(Ag is an IVIFGSPCS in Y and hence g is an IVIFGSPC mapping. 
 
2.12 Remark: The converse of the above theorem 2.11 need not be true from the following example:  
Let X= {a, b}, Y= {u, v} and { }>[0.7,0.7][0.3,0.3],,<>,[0.5,0.5][0.5,0.5],,<=1 baK , 

{ }>[0.4,0.4][0.6,0.6],,<>,[0.5,0.5][0.5,0.5],,<=1 vuL . Then { }XX K 1,,0= 1ℑ  and { }YY L 1,,0= 1σ  are 
IVIFT on X and Y respectively. Define a mapping ),(),(: σYXg →ℑ  by uag =)(  and vbg =)( . Then g is an 

IVIFGSPC mapping but not an IVIFPC mapping, since cK1 is an IVIFCS in X but  

)( 1
cKg { }>[0.3,0.3][0.7,0.7],,<>,[0.5,0.5][0.5,0.5],,<= vu  is not an IVIFPCS in Y, because ivifcl ( 

ivifint =)))(( 1
cKg  )( 1Livifcl  Y1=  ⊂/  )( 1

cKg . 
 
2.13 Theorem: Let g: X→Y be an IVIFGSPC mapping between two IVIFTSs X and Y. Then for every IVIFS A of X, 

))(( Aivifclg  is an IVIFGSPCS in Y.  
 
Proof: Let A be any IVIFS in X. Then )(Aivifcl is an IVIFCS in X. By hypothesis ))(( Aivifclg  is an IVIFGSPCS 
in Y.  
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2.14 Theorem: Let A  be an IVIFGCS in X. If a mapping g: X→Y from an IVIFTS X onto an IVIFTS Y is both IVIF 
continuous and an IVIFGSPC, then )(Ag  is an IVIFGSPCS in Y.  
 
Proof: Let )(Ag ⊆ U  where U is an IVIFOS in Y. Then A ⊆ ))((1 Agg − ⊆ )(1 Ug − , where )(1 Ug −  is an 

IVIFOS in X, by hypothesis. Since A  is an IVIFGCS, )(Aivifcl ⊆ )(1 Ug − in X. This implies ))(( Aivifclg ⊆
UUgg =)(( 1− . But ))(( Aivifclg is an IVIFGSPCS in Y, since )(Aivifcl  is an IVIFCS in X and by hypothesis. 

Therefore ivifspcl )))((( Aivifclg ⊆ U . Now ))(( Agivifspcl ivifspcl⊆ UAivifclg ⊆)))((( .Hence )(Ag  
is an IVIFGSPCS in Y.  
 
2.15 Theorem: A bijective mapping g: X→Y from an IVIFTS X into an IVIFTS Y is an IVIFGSPC mapping if and 
only if for every IVIFS B of Y and for every IVIFOS U containing )(1 Bg − , there is an IVIFGSPOS A  of Y such 

that B ⊆ A and )(1 Ag − ⊆ U .  
 
Proof: 
Necessity: Let B be any IVIFS in Y. Let U be an IVIFOS in X such that )(1 Bg − ⊆ U . Then cU  is an IVIFCS in 

X. By hypothesis )( cUg  is an IVIFGSPCS in Y. Let ccUgA ))((= . Then A  is an IVIFGSPOS in Y and 

AB ⊆ . Now   =)(1 Ag −  =))((1 ccUgg −  ccUgg )))((( 1−  ⊆  U . 
 
Sufficiency: Let A  be any IVIFCS in X. Then cA is an IVIFOS in X and ))((1 cAgg − ⊆ cA where )(Ag is an 

IVIFS in Y. By hypothesis, there exists an IVIFGSPOS B in Y such that )( cAg B⊆ and Bg 1− ⊆ cA . Therefore 

⊆A cBg ))(( 1− . Hence cB ⊆ )(Ag ⊆ cBgg ))(( 1− ⊆ cB . This implies that cBAg =)( . Since cB is an 

IVIFGSPCS in Y, )(Ag  is an IVIFGSPCS in Y. Hence g is an IVIFGPC mapping.  
 
2.16 Theorem: Let X, Y and Z be IVIFTSs. If g: X→Y is an IVIFC mapping and h: Y→Z is an IVIFGSPC mapping, 
then h•g is an IVIFGSPC mapping.  
 
Proof: Let A be an IVIFCS in X. Then )(Ag  is an IVIFCS in Y, by hypothesis. Since h is an IVIFGSPC mapping, 

))(( Agh  is an IVIFGSPCS in Z. Therefore h•g is an IVIFGSPC mapping.  
 
2.17 Theorem: Let g: X→Y be a bijection from an IVIFTS X to an IVIFSPT1/2 space Y. Then the following statements 
are equivalent:  

(i) g is an IVIFGSPC mapping,  

(ii) ivifspcl ))(( Ag ⊆ ))(( Aivifclg for each IVIFS A of X,  

(iii) 1 1( ( )) ( ( )) ivifclg ivifspcl B g B− −⊆  for every IVIFS B of Y.  
 
Proof: 
( ) ( ) :i ii⇒  Let A  be an IVIFS in X. Then )(Aivifcl  is an IVIFCS in X. (i) implies that ))(( Aivifclg is an 

IVIFGSPC in Y. Since Y is an IVIFSPT1/2 space, ))(( Aivifclg  is an IVIFSPCS in Y. Therefore 

)))((( Aivifclgivifspcl = ))(( Aivifclg .  
 
Now ))(( Agivifspcl ⊆ )))((( Aivifclgivifspcl = ))(( Aivifclg . Hence ))(( Agivifspcl ⊆ ))(( Aivifclg  for 

each IVIFS A of X.  
 
( ) ( ) :ii i⇒  Let A  be any IVIFCS in X. Then ivifcl AA =)( . (ii) implies that ivifspcl ))(( Ag ⊆ ))(( Aivifclg
= )(Ag . But )(Ag ⊆ ))(( Agivifspcl . Therefore ))(( Agivifspcl )(= Ag . This implies )(Ag  is an 

IVIFSPC in Y. Since every IVIFSPCS is an IVIFGSPCS, )(Ag  is an IVIFGSPCS in Y. Hence g is an IVIFGSPC  
mapping.  
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( ) ( ) :ii iii⇒  Let B be an IVIFS in Y . Then )(1 Bg −  is an IVIFS in X. Since g is onto,  

=)(Bivifspcl )))((( 1 Bggivifspcl −  and )(ii  implies ivifspcl )))((( 1 Bgg − ⊆ )))((( 1 Bgivifclg − . Therefore 

we have ivifspcl )(B ⊆ ivifclg( )))(( 1 Bg − . Now ))((1 Bivifspclg − ⊆ =))))(((( 11 Bgivifclgg −−

))(( 1 Bgivifcl − , since g is one to one. Hence ))((1 Bivifspclg − ⊆ ))(( 1 Bgivifcl − . 

( ) ( ) :iii ii⇒  Let A  be any IVIFS in X. Then )(Ag  is an IVIFS in Y. Since g is one to one, )(iii  implies that 1−g
( ivifspcl ))(( Ag ⊆ =)))((( 1 Aggivifcl − )(Aivifcl . Therefore ))))(((( 1 Agivifspclgg − ⊆ ))(( Aivifclg . 

Since g is onto =))(( Agivifspcl  ))))(((( 1 Agivifspclgg − ⊆ ))(( Aivifclg .  
 
2.18 Theorem: Let g: X→Y be bijective mapping, where X is an IVIFTS and Y is an IVIFSPT1/2  space. Then the 
following statements are equivalent:   

(i) g is an IVIFGSPC mapping, 
(ii) g is an IVIFGSPO mapping, 

(iii) ))(( Bivifintg ⊆ ))))(((( Bgivifclivifintivifcl for every IVIFS B  in X. 
 
Proof:  
( ) ( ) :i ii⇔  is obvious. 

( ) ( ) :ii iii⇒  Let B be an IVIFS in X. Then )(Bivifint is an IVIFOS in X. By hypothesis ))(( Bivifintg  is an 

IVIFGSPOS in Y. Since Y is an IVIFSPT1/2 space, ))(( Bivifintg  is an IVIFSPOS in Y. Therefore ivifintg( ))(B
⊆ )))))((((( Bivifintgivifclivifintivifcl ⊆  .))))(((( Bgivifclivifintivifcl  

( ) ( ) :iii i⇒  Let A  be an IVIFCS in X. Then cA  is an IVIFOS in X. By hypothesis, =))(( cAivifintg )( cAg ⊆
))))(((( cAgivifclivifintivifcl .  

 
That is ))))(((( Agivifintivifclivifint ⊆ )(Ag . This implies )(Ag  is an IVIFβCS in Y and hence an IVIFGSPCS 
in Y. Therefore g is an IVIFGSPC mapping.  
 
2.19 Theorem: Let g: X→Y be bijective mapping, where X is an IVIFTS and Y is an IVIFSPT1/2 space. Then the 
following statements are equivalent:   

(i) g is an IVIFGSPC mapping,  
       (ii) )(Bg  is an IVIFGSPCS in Y for every IVIFCS B  in X,  

(iii) ( ( ( ( )))) ( ( ))ivifint ivifcl ivifint g B g ivifcl B⊆  for every IVIFS B in X.  

Proof: 
( ) ( ) :i ii⇔  is obvious. 

( ) ( ) :ii iii⇒  Let B  be an IVIFS in X. Then )(Bivifcl  is an IVIFCS in X. By hypothesis ))(( Bivifclg is an 

IVIFGSPCS in Y. Since Y is an IVIFSPT1/2 space, ))(( Bivifclg  is an IVIFSPCS in Y. Therefore ivifclg( ))(B ⊇
)))))((((( Bivifclgivifintivifclivifint ⊇  ))))(((( Bgivifintivifclivifint . 

( ) ( ) :iii i⇒  Let A  be an IVIFCS in X. By hypothesis, =))(( Aivifclg )(Ag ⊇ ))))(((( Agivifintivifclivifint
. This implies )(Ag  is an IVIFβCS in Y and hence an IVIFGSPCS in Y. Therefore g is an IVIFGSPC mapping. 
 
2.20 Theorem: Let X and Y be IVIFTSs. A mapping g: X→Y is an IVIFGSPC mapping if ivifspintg( ))(A ⊆

))(( Agivifspint for every A  in X.  
 
Proof: Let A be an IVIFOS in X. Then AAivifint =)( . Now =)(Ag  ))(( Aivifintg  ⊆ ))(( Aivifspintg ⊆

ivifspint ))(( Ag , by hypothesis. But ivifspint ))(( Ag ⊆ )(Ag . Therfore )(Ag  is an IVIFSPOS in Y. That is 

)(Ag  is an IVIFGSPOS in Y. Hence g is an IVIFGSPC mapping, by theorem 2.18.  
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2.21 Theorem: Let X be an IVIFTS and Y be an IVIFSPT1/2 space. Let g: X→Y be bijection. Then the following 
statements are equivalent:   

(i) g is an IVIFGSPC mapping,  

(ii) )(( Aivifintg ⊆ ))(( Agivifspint  for each IVIFS A of X,  

(iii) ))(( 1 Bgivifint −
⊆ ))((1 Bivifspintg −

 for every IVIFS B of Y.  
 
Proof: 
( ) ( ) :i ii⇒  Let g be an IVIFGSPC mapping. Let A  be any IVIFS in X. Then )(Aivifint  is an IVIFOS in X. Now 

))(( Aivifintg  is an IVIFGSPOS in Y, by theorem 2.18. Since Y is an IVIFSPT1/2 space, ))(( Aivifintg  is an 

IVIFSPOS in Y. Therefore =)))((( Aivifintgivifspint  ))(( Aivfintg . Now =))(( Aivifintg  

)))((( Aivifintgivifspint  ⊆  ))(( Agivifspint . 

( ) ( ) :ii iii⇒  Let B  be an IVIFS in Y. Then )(1 Bg −  is an IVIFS in X. By )(ii , )))((( 1 Bgivifintg − ⊆
)))((( 1 Bggivifspint − ⊆ )(Bivifspint . Now ))(( 1 Bgivifint − ⊆  ))))(((( 11 Bgivifintgg −− ⊆

))((1 Bivifspintg − . 

( ) ( ) :iii i⇒  Let A  be an IVIFOS in X. Then AAivifint =)(  and )(Ag  is an IVIFS in Y. By )(iii , 

)))((( 1 Aggivifint − ⊆ )))(((1 Agivifspintg − . Now )(= AivifintA ⊆  )))((( 1 Aggivifint − ⊆
)))(((1 Agivifspintg − .Therefore )(Ag ⊆ ))))(((( 1 Agivifspintgg −  ⊆ ))(( Agivifspint ⊆ )(Ag . Therefore 

=))(( Agivifspint )(Ag  is an IVIFSPOS in Y and hence an IVIFGSPOS in Y. Thus g is an IVIFGSPC mapping, 
by theorem 2.18. 
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